
June 6,2005 

Brigadier General Sue E. Turner 
BRAC Commission 
2521 S Clark Commission 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Ref: Cannon AFB Closure 

Dear General Turner, 

I would like to express my disbelief and concern relating to the announcement that the 
Department of Defense is considering closing Cannon AFB. 

According to the media releases, the closure is justified by set criteria and not 
political. However, Cannon does not appear to fit the identified criteria for closure. The 
air space, flying weather, facilities and expansion capabilities make Cannon AFB a prirne 
candidate for retention and not closure. Over the past 50 years Cannon AFB was 
considered as a vital asset of DoD and now the BRAC report states that it has no value. 
Cannon AFB has received numerous awards validating its capabilities and worth. 
Personnel previously assigned to Cannon AFB have and will attest to the flying mission 
advantages of Cannon AFB. Why the change in value according to the DoD? 

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires the government to analyze 
and make informed decisions on any major government undertakings. I'm not sure that 
all of the impacts were analyzed sufficiently. I believe the socioeconomic impact has 
been understated and the environmental justice assessment was ignored. Closing Cannon 
AFB will devastate the economics of not only Clovis and Portales, but will have impacts 
on surrounding communities and cities including Lubbock and Amarillo, Texas. The 
local community will feel the effects not only in the business and real estate arenas, but 
also in the minority dominated education system which is already distressed. Just the 
announcement of possible closure has already made a dramatic impact on the local 
economy. The final closure and loss of population will be the nail in the coffin. 
Numerims veterans retired ili the local area with the promise of health care and exchange 
privileges. These privileges will also be terminated. Many of these veterans are not 
physically able to commute out of the local area for these benefits. 

I remember the days when the F-100s continually went supersonic causing numerous 
booms, rattling of window, items falling off shelves, and bouncing out of bed from being 
woke in the middle of the night from a sonic boom. The community accepted these 
inconveniences with no hesitation and considered this as part of doing business for the 
protection of our country. Land homesteaded by local families was acquired under 
eminent domain for the benefit of the Air Force without consideration for the loss of 
family heritage. The community established itself around the Air Force to support the 
mission and the personnel and now the DoD is willing to walk away leaving the 
community in a devastated condition. 
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I understand that some of the items identified in the BRAC report are definitely in 
need of reorganization or dissolution, but I sincerely believe the closure of Cannon AF13 
is not advantageous to the DoD. I understand that you have an incredibly hard job in 
analyzing the data collected for the BRAC commission and that I'm partial to Cannon 
since it has been an integral part of my life for over 50 years. All I can ask of you is a 
fair and impartial evaluation of the impact of this undertaking. 

Thank you for your time and understanding. I would like to invite you and encourage 
you to visit Clovis and Cannon AFB for a first hand view of the value of Cannon AFB. 

Rick Chandler 


































